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This book is for web developers who want to see how to build a complete site with Web 2.0 features, using the power of a proven and popular development system, but do not necessarily want to learn how a complete framework functions in order to do this. Readers need a basic knowledge of Python development but no knowledge of Django is expected. Django is a high-level Python web framework that is designed to promote rapid development and clean, pragmatic design and lets you build high-performing, elegant web applications rapidly. Django focuses on automating as much as possible and adhering to the DRY (Don't Repeat Yourself) principle. This book will show you how to assemble Django's features and leverage its power to design, develop, and deploy a fully-featured website. It will walk you through the creation of an example web application, with lots of code. Each chapter will add new features to the site, and show what parts of Django to work on to build these features.     

       About the Author
   
Ayman Hourieh
Ayman Hourieh holds a bachelor degree in Computer Science. He joined the engineering team at Google in January 2008. Prior to that, he worked with web application development for more than two years. In addition, he has been contributing to several Open Source projects such as Mozilla Firefox. Ayman also worked as a teaching assistant in Computer Science courses for one year. Even after working with a variety of technologies, Python remains Ayman's favorite programming language. He found Django to be a powerful and flexible Python framework that helps developers to produce high-quality web applications in a short time.
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The Philosophy of Gottlob FregeCambridge University Press, 2005
Begriffsschrift was, as the subtitle announced, a formula language of pure
thought modeled upon the language of arithmetic. Frege borrowed the notation
for functions from arithmetic, and enlarged the realm of applicability
of a function beyond the domain of numbers. Then, supplanting the
subject/predicate division, which was...
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Manage IT!: Organizing IT Demand and IT SupplySpringer, 2005
"This book discusses IT supply and demand, analyzing functional requirements and operational processes, using methods such as those defined in the IT infrastructure library (ITIL).  This book will be useful for understanding the key concepts behind modern service-oriented IT organizations.  In a nutshell, this is a good book and a good...
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Neuroanatomical Tract-Tracing: Molecules, Neurons, and SystemsSpringer, 2006

	Having been available for 70 years, it seems reasonable to ask what transmission

	electron microscopy (TEM) can add to the investigation of the nervous

	system in the new millennium. Today, the basic synaptic organization of

	most brain regions is known, as is the morphological detail of most neurons

	and support cells. Chapters in...
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Maturing Usability: Quality in Software, Interaction and Value (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2007
"Maturing Usability" provides an understanding of how current research and practice has contributed towards improving quality issues in software, interaction and value.
Divided into three parts, Quality in Software looks at how using development tools can enhance the usability of a system, and how methods and models can be integrated...
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Understanding Adobe Photoshop: Digital Imaging Concepts and TechniquesPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're exploring a career in digital imaging or design, then you're likely to encounter Photoshop along the way--you probably already have. But how well do you know it? Understanding Adobe Photoshop: Digital Image Concepts and Techniques goes beyond the school newspaper or...
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Nexus One For DummiesO'Reilly, 2010

	Exploit the full power of the revolutionary Google Nexus One superphone
	
		Nexus One is Google's answer to Apple’s iPhone and RIM's BlackBerry. Covering a range of how-to topics, from the most useful Nexus One features and tricks of the core applications, to techniques to get the...
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